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--INTRODUCTION-- 

This is my fourth FAQ I have ever written. You may know me from my Syphon 
Filter: Dark 
Mirror, Syphon Filter: Logan's Shadow, and the Mortal Kombat: Unchained 
Fatality list. I love 
the PSP system and what it can do and MKU is a perfect port of Deception and 
doesn't one bit 
disappoint. I hope you enjoy the game and I hope my FAQ helps you through 
Konquest mode. 

I have written a seperate FAQ from Deception because Midway made some changes. 
All of the
characters are unlocked from the start so the Krypt key chests in Konquest have 
different items 
then they normally would. Same goes with chests that hold arenas. They are all 
already unlocked 
and not all the arenas are in Unchained. 

This FAQ is for private and personal use.  It can only be reproduced 
electronically. This FAQ is NOT to be used for PROFITABLE or 
PROMOTIONAL purposes.  This includes being incorporated, 
reprinted, or otherwise used by magazines, books, guides, etc., 
in ANY way. This FAQ was created and being maintained currently 
by Richie Baker. All copyrights and trademarks are acknowledged 
that are not specifically mentioned in this FAQ. 

Just please don't use this FAQ or walkthrough to sell or make 
money please and your cooperation would be appreciated. 

A HUGE thanks goes to P Jay from GameFAQs.com for letting me use his guide as a 
reference.

Mortal Kombat: Unchained is © Midway Amusement Games and Midway Chicago. 
  
2.--VERSION HISTORY-- 

1.0 12/07/07 - My first run through of Konquest mode. If I have missed anything 
I will fill it in 
later and if anyone find anything let me know. Anything that has ??? means I 
didn't find it on my 
first run through and I need to find out what's in there. 

3.--CONTACT-- 

Please contact me at ivorysoul@gmail.com with the subject MKU 
if you see any things I missed in the walkthrough ,misspelled words I did not 
list.
To make this easy on me just copy the whole. All your help is greatly 



appreciated. 

4.--STORY-- 

You are Shujinko. A boy who is tasked with a quest from the Elder Gods to 
collect each realm's 
Komidogu and to stop the realms from vanishing. Throughout your journey you 
meet fellow 
members of the Mortal Kombat universe and train, kombat, or help them to earn 
MK Kurrency. 
Use the kurrency to unlock items in the Krypt and you may also discover keys as 
well.
A mysterious spirit, Damashi, guides you through your travels but is he who he 
really says he is? 
Find out through Mortal Kombat: Unchained's Konquest adventure mode. 

5.--WALKTHROUGH-- 

--EARTHREALM VILLAGE-- 

ERV.1--NOTES-- 

You MUST do everything here or you can't come back until AFTER you beat 
Konquest! 

The Ninja Star is an item that you receive as reward for finding the lazy boy. 
Currently, no use for the Ninja Star has been found. 

There is a Question Mark near one of Bo Rai Cho's dojo in D3 that will knock 
you out for 2 days. While some people try to link this event with a way or a 
hint to find a Super Hidden Character,I just think it's a quick way to get to 
Wednesday and 
pick the 600 onyx koins at B5. 

ERV.2--KOIN CHESTS-- 

2nd area 
D5: 200 sapphire koins 
C6: 200 Platinum koins 

3rd area 
C3: 300 onyx koins 
C4: 250 ruby koins 
D1: 250 gold koins (behind dojo) 

4th area 
A4: 200 jade koins 

5th area 
B1: 200 sapphire koins 

ERV.3--ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

A6: Park, hit Mekko: 400 platinum koins 
B5: Left side of dojo @ Wednesday, 4:00 am: 600 onyx koins 
B5: Old woman’s hut: 65 platinum, 150 gold, 50 jade, 60 sapphire and 140 onyx 
koins (Need hut key) 
B6: (Inside hut): 400 ruby koins (Need mysterius key) 
C4: Hit the peeping tom at 2:00 am: 400 onyx koins 
C5: auction house: 170 gold koins 



C6: Hitting the merchants next to the butcher will also net you 200 jade koins 
D4: (inside hut): 140 onyx koins (Need Parent's hut key) 
D6: Hut with a "?" mark inside: just 15 platinum koins 

ERV.4--KRYPT KEYS-- 
Any key you miss while you are here can be found outside too. Check section 
5C for their location 

1st area 
Key: ND key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: C6 

Key: KI key 
Unlocks: Scorpion’s alt costume 
Location/Time: B6 

2nd area 
Key: GP key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: D5 

3rd area 
Key: KT key (musical note) 
Unlocks: Lui Kang’s Tomb Music 
Location/Time: C4 

Key: ON key 
Unlocks: Kenshi 
Location/Time: C3 

5th area 
Key: CC key (musical note) 
Unlocks: Beetle Lair Music 
Location/Time: C2 

Key: HB key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: D1 

You can find 4 non-krypt keys in the village, but one of them you return it to 
its owner. After you unlock the huts, you will still keep the keys. So far I 
managed to enter 4 huts that were previously unlocked. Three of them are listed 
in the More Koins secction 
and C2. (didn't find anything there) 

This are the key locations 
Blue key (Park key) A6 (You can keep this key instead of returning it) 
Old Woman's hut key: Hit the old woman at the gates in the begining (Opens hut 
at B5) 
Parents hut key: Get it as a rewar for hitting bully (Opens hut ay D4) 
Mysterious key: Get from as reward from Hide and seek boy (Opens hut at B6 

If you notice, this keys are the same color as four of the six types of koins. 
You can find a 5th colored key in the next realm 

ERV.5--MISSIONS-- 

From: coughing bald boy (C5) 
Mission: Find medicine for sick boy before 8:00 am 



Find it here: From the woman in white robe (B6) 
Reward: He tells you how to find a treasure 

From: Apep, this will be part of the story line 
Mission: Get some ham from the butcher to bribe the guard 
Find it here: from the butcher (C6) 
Reward: He’ll allow you to go to the other part of town 

From: Man walking (A6-B6) 
Mission: Help the villager cure his toothache 
Hit him here: In the face. That’ll cure any toothache! 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Ninja looking boy (B6) 
Mission: Find the hiding boy 
Find him here: A6 
Reward: Mysterious key 

From: Boy in front of a house (B5) 
Mission: Find the key somewhere in the park 
Find it here: Behind a house in A6. The back of the house is in the park 
Reward: 250 ruby koins in a chest, if you enter the house on his left before 
giving him the key 

From:  Boy with ponytail near dojo (B5) 
Mission: Wake up lazy boy sleeping in the woods 
Find him here:  Woods in D4 
Reward: Ninja Star 

From: Woman walking (B5) 
Mission: Find woman’s missing son 
Find him here: boy sparing at A3 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Old woman walking (B6) 
Mission: Deliver note to the blacksmith 
Find him here: B4 
Reward: Nothing. Possibly only a hint for a mission outside the village 

From: One sleeved boy (D5) 
Mission: Teach Makko a lesson 
Find him here:  In the park (A6) 
Reward 1: 400 platinum koins from Mekko (after punching him) 
Reward 2: Parent’s hut key from one sleeved boy 

From: Man in front of hut (D5) 
Mission: Reclaim the pawned wedding ring 
Find it here:  Hit the man in front of the vases (C6) 
Reward: 400 platinum koins 

From: Woman tending clothes (A3) 
Mission: Locate lost bracelet 
Find it here: Inside a barrel in D5 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Old bald man in front of house (C2) 
Mission: Find a vase for the strange man 
Find it here:  Inside a hut in C1 
Reward: 400 jade koins 



From:  brothers in a hut (A4, but it’s easier to look in B4) 
Mission: Find proof that Oni exists 
Find it here: C5-C6, hit the Oni walking around at 12:00 am 
Reward: 500 gold koins 

From: Old lady in hut (D5, but it’s easier to look in D4) 
Mission:  Find a lost dog 
Find it here: Man in hut (C3, but it’s easier to look in C4) 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Man in hut (D4) 
Mission: Locate flour for the baker 
Find it here: Hut in B3 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Old woman in hut (D4) 
Mission:  Fill the bucket with water 
Find it here: 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Guard standing, during evening (B3) 
Mission: Locate five Lin Kuei before dawn 
Find them here: A2 (woods) A4 (behind row of houses) C4 (between house back and 
woods D4 (woods) B6 (behind trees at the gates) 
Reward: 600 jade koins 

From: Man in white (D2) 
Mission: beat him to the end of the street 
How to win: Use the run button (R2) Yo need to run to the bridge and grab the 
onyx koins that appear before him 
reward: 60 onyx koins 

--EARTHREALM OUTSIDE VILLAGE-- 

ERO.1 --NOTES-- 

You can go anywhere here except the Shoalin Temple. You can only go here after 
you talk to 
Master Shen or Wen and BEFORE you leave Earthrealm. When you come back to 
Earthrealm the 
second time, and after training with Nightwolf, you can get in there. 

--THE WHITE LOTUS EMBLEM-- 

To get the White Lotus Emblem, you'll have to make sure to talk to Master Shen 
and Master Wren (E4 and D4) to activate a mission for them. You won't be able 
to complete until you train with Nightwolf (which will be part of the storyline 
so don't worry) Talk to them afterward and you'll get the White Lotus Emblem. 
(You migh also want to complete your recently assigned mission beating Baraka 
at G4) 
To get Raiden's Staff go to Earthrealm when you are older (before going to 
the last Realm, Edenia, preferably) and go to the big temple to the south (C7) 
to find Kung Lao. You'll have to do a 10 hit combo on him. When you do, he'll 
ask you to find Kai at Outworl, which will be in the Ice Caves. Kai will then 
give you Raiden's Staff. What does it do? Hmmm... 

--LOCK PICK-- 

You can get this item by hitting a burglar at night roaming the houses at D4 
With the lock pick tools, you will be able to open the huts in this coordinates 



in C5, and in C6. With this you'll also have access to a mission from a man 
standing outside a hut in C6. 

ERO.2 --KOIN CHESTS-- 

A5: 250 sapphire koins 
A7: 250 gold koins 
B5: 250 ruby koins 
B7: 300 platinum koins 
C4: 300 onyx koins 
C4: 250 jade koins 
C5: 300 ruby koins 
C7: 300 sapphire koins 
C8: 200 jade koins 
E3: 300 gold koins 
E4 (inside tower): 300 jade koins 
F2: 200 sapphire koins 
F5: 200 ruby koins 
G4: 250 platinum koins 
G8: 300 jade koins 
H3: 250 onyx koins 
H3 (left side of portal): 250 ruby koins 
H4: 300 onyx koins 
H4: 300 platinum koins 
H5 (behind hut) 400 platinum koins 
H7: 300 sapphire koins 

ERO.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

D4: Inside hut after getting lock pick tools: 60 sapphire koins 
D4: Inside hut after getting lock pick tools: 160 onix koins 
C5: Inside hut after getting lock pick tools: 75 jade koins 
C5: Inside hut after getting lock pick tools: 160 gold koins 
C6: Inside hut after getting lock pick tools: 140 onix koins 
B5: From Motaro (at 10:00am): 1,000 ruby koins 
    From Bo’ Rai Cho after Training with Sub Zero: 500 platinum koins 
    (This is for returning his medallion) 
B2: From "?" mark: 10 ruby koins 
From fishermen in beach after getting Bo Rai Cho's medallion: 400 ruby koins 

ERO.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 

Key: RE key 
Unlocks: Mileena’s alt bio 
Location/Time: F6 at 10:00 am 

Key: TR key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: G4 at 4:00 pm? 

Key: GA key 
Unlocks: Baraka’s alt bio 
Location/Time: A3 (tight of house) at Monday, 13:00 am 

Key: FN key 
Unlocks: Hua Chuan Video 
Location/Time: E2 

Key: MR key 
Unlocks: Dark Prison Music 



Location/Time: C3 (inside beach house) 

Key: AS key 
Unlocks: Sub Zero’s alt bio 
Location/Time: C3 (near dojo) 

Key: RT key 
Unlocks: Scorpion’s alt bio 
Location/Time: D4 (back of hut) 

Key: SH key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: H2 (in hut), 1:00 pm 

Key: IP key 
Unlocks: Kobra’s alt costume 
Location/Time: H2 (fight Kobra) 

Key: HL key 
Unlocks: Mileena’s alt costume 
Location/Time: F7, 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm (between a hut and a hill) 

Key: RM key 
Unlocks: Sub Zero’s alt costume 
Location/Time: F8 (cave in Lin kuei temple at 7:00 pm) 

Key: BH key 
Unlocks: Moloch's Bio Card 
Location/Time: H6 

Key: KK key (ying yang symbol) 
Unlocks: Shujinko’s suicide 
Location/Time: A8 (cave where kamidogu was). 16th day of the month 

Key: SA key 
Unlocks: Raiden’s bio 
Location/Time: C4, 12:00 am 

Key: BI key 
Unlocks: Liu Kang’s bio 
Location/Time: H4, 4:00 am 

Key: SC key 
Unlocks: Kenshi’s alt costume 
Location/Time: A6, 12:00 pm 

Key: CC key 
Unlocks: Beetle Lair Music 
Location/Time: D7 

Key: KT key 
Unlocks: Lui Kang’s Tomb Music 
Location/Time: C7 

Key: ON key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: E4 

Key: GP key 
Unlocks: ??? 



Location/Time: E5 

Key: ND key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: A7 

Key: KI key 
Unlocks: Scorpion’s alt costume 
Location/Time: F3 

Key: HB key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: G4 (3:00 pm - 7:00 am) 

ERO.5 --MISSIONS-- 

From: Man outside hut in B4 
Mission: Scare the old man for his nephew’s entertainment 
Find it here: B4, walk slowly behind the old man and talk/punch him 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Paranoid man in C6 
Mission: Discover what is happening in hut to the south 
Find it here:  the southern hut in C6 at night 
Reward: Shirai-Ryu Message 

From: Master Shen in E4 
Mission 1: Gain Membership in the White Lotus Society 
Find it here: Talk first to Master Wen in D4, then talk to him or Master Shen 
              after training with Nightwolf 
Reward: White Lotus Emblem 
Mission 2: Locate and defeat these strange 'beast men' for the White Lotus 
Find them here:G4 (at night?) 

From: Woman in white robe walking near village (4:00 pm) 
Mission: Find something to help this young woman to her home 
Find it here: Magnetic Ore in B7 (between rocks and trees) 
Reward: 50 jade koins 

From:  Masked man with gun in F3 
Mission: Seek the purpose of the great stone circle that lies to the east 
Find it here: When you use the first kamidogu, return and talk to masked man 
Reward: 600 sapphire koins 

From: Man outside hut in G7 
Mission: Deliver this mysterious package to his customer 
Find her here:  Woman outside hut in A6, Give earrings to man in G7 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Woman outside hut in F7 
Mission: Find her father’s lost sword 
Find it here: Woods in D7 
Reward: 500 onyx koins 

From: Gossiping ladies in C5 
Mission: Discover why Bo’ Rai Cho refuses to participate in the Mortal Kombat 
         tournament 
Find him here: Talk to Bo’ Rai Cho after training with Sub Zero (Refuse to 
               train with Bo’ Rai Cho, and he’ll talk to you normally) 
Reward: 500 jade koins 



From: Man walking around D5 (with red beads) 
Mission: Find the man’s lost promise ring 
Find it here: F3 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From:  Old man in A6 
Mission: Locate a curative agent to aid the old man 
Find it here:  B8 between trees 
Reward: 400 onix koins 

From: Red Lin Kuei in G8 
Mission: Find and defeat the Shirai-Ryu to prove your loyalty 
Find it here: E8. Talk to the paranoid woman (you probably need to have read 
              the Shirai-Ryu message from another mission 
              You’ll have to beat Scorpion in a 2 rounds match with only 33% 
              of your health 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

ERO.6 --KOMBAT-- 

A5 (at night) Kabal 
Kabal is enraged! Do you wish to beat him into submission? 
Defeat Kabal in 30 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

E6 (at night) Kira 
Kira has laced her blade with poison! Will you accept the challenge? 
Defeat Kira before you bleed to death. 
1 round 
350 koins 

H2 (at night) Kobra 
Two serpents facing each other in kombat! Will you accept his challenge? 
Defeat Kobra before you bleed to death 
1 round 
350 koins 

G6: Jax 
The only thing standing between you and the White Lotus Society... is Jax! Will 
you challenge him? 
Defeat Jax. Only throws will damage him. 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

A4: Sindel
Sindel is draining your life essence! Will you resist her? 
Defeat Sindel while starting at 50% health and you are bleeding to death. 
1 round 
400 koins 

E3: Darrius 
Darrius has bought the Resistance to Eartgrealm! Will you put him in his place? 
Defeat Darrius. You cannot block 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

F8:Punch a Lin Kuei Ninja (Practicing by themselves) 
Spar with a Lin Kuei 



2 rounds 
100 koins 

ERO.7 --TRAINING-- 

Note: This is the location of trainers after beating konquest. Trainers marked 
with (*) aren't part of the story and won't appear until you beat Konquest 

C4: Bo' Rai Cho 
G8: Sub Zero 
A7: Kenshi
D5: Nightwolf 
H4: Liu Kang * 

--NETHERREALM-- 

NR.1 --NOTES-- 

--AWAKENING KOCHAL-- 

In the F2-G2 area you will see the Black Dragon Clan members (Kabal, Kira 
and Kobra) and you can fight them to awaken the mysterious Kochal. Each 
match has a different stipulation, but they are not described before the 
match starts. 

Kabal
Dark Kombat! You can not block 
400 koins 

Kobra: 
Defeat him while he does 400% - 500% damage 
400 koins 

Kira 
Defeat her before you bleed to death and she recovers life 
400 koins 

After beating them, a portal will open. This portal will take 
to the other portal (to the Nexus) and you'll see there a chest with 1000 onyx 
koins. Is this all we can get by awaking Kochal? Many people agree that Kochal 
means KOin CHALlenge. Also some Onis says that Kochal is a 3 headed demon. 
Well, there are 3 pillars with a giant skull behind each Black Dragon Clan 
member, and when you defeat one of themm the skull pilar behind him.her 
starts spitting lava. 

NR.2 --KOIN CHESTS-- 

A2 (inside hut): 300 platinum koins 
A3: 200 ruby koins 
A3: 300 sapphire koins 
A6: 300 platinum koins 
B5: 200 jade koins 
B6 (inside hut): 300 sapphire koins 
B8: 250 ruby koins 
C3: 200 onyx koins 
C5 (outside walls): 250 gold koins 
C6: 200 jade koins 
D5: 250 sapphire koins 
E5: 250 sapphire koins 
E8: 250 platinum koins 



F3: 300 sapphire koins 
F5: 300 ruby koins 
G3: 250 jade koins 
G6: 250 ruby koins 
G8: 250 ruby koins 
H5: 300 jade koins 
H7: 200 platinum koins 

NR.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

C7: Talk to guards after training with Ashrah: 15 gold koins 
E8 (inside cave at 10:00 pm): 1,000 onyx koins from Meat 
From female zombie walking in front of town: 250 ruby koins 
From another female zombie walking near town: 240 ruby koins 
From male zombie (B4) 240 gold koins 

NR.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 

Key: GM key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: C6, 3:00 pm (It's behind the building, where Shinnoks hangs out) 

Key: TL key 
Unlocks: Goldern Desert Music 
Location/Time: D8 (inner wall corner) 

Key: QP key 
Unlocks: Ermac’s alt costume 
Location/Time: A8 (outside wall) 

Key: AB key 
Unlocks: Havik's Bio Card 
Location/Time: E2, 8:00 pm 

Key: SJ key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: D1, 9:00 pm 

Key: OB key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: A1, 3:00 am 

Key: IG key 
Unlocks: Mian Huan video 
Location/Time: E8 (in cave) 

Key: EE key 
Unlocks: Ashrah’s alt costume 
Location/Time: H4, 5:00 pm 

Key: AM key 
Unlocks: Nightwolf’s alt costume 
Location/Time: A4 (beat Nightwolf in Kombat) 

Key: BP key 
Unlocks: Live at Kuatan Music 
Location/Time: E5 

NR.5 --MISSIONS-- 



From: Guard in hut (C8) 
Mission: Tell 3 guards about the gathering 
Find them here: C8 (next to hut) C7 (next to hut) C7 (walking) 
Reward: 600 gold koins 

From: Brotherhood of Shadow member, the only one not bald (walks trough C7) 
Mission: Find a Brotherhood of Shadow member's lost wristblades 
Find them here: A5 (very close to big round building) 
Reward: 400 platinum koins 

From: Shinnok (C7) 
Mission: Find Quan Chi's amulet for Shinnok 
Find it here: A5 
Reward: 500 platinum koins 

From: Bald man (A7) 
Mission:Find the oni that stole the spellbook and punch him 
Find it here: C6 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Brotherhood of Shadow member in hut (B5) 
Mission: Find Sareena for the Brotherhood of Shadow 
Find her here: D8 (behind hut) 
Reward: 500 sapphire koins 

From: Robed man walking (through A8) 
Mission: Find a Sorcerer to remove the curse from the sword 
Find him here: Bald man in hut (A6) 
Reward: 500 platinum koins 

From: Jarek (A8) 
Mission: Locate three Oni teeth for Jarek 
Find them here: A7 (next to skeleton) A4 (outside) D5 
Reward: 600 jade koins 

From: Oni standing (D6) 
Mission: Find a shield for an Oni and return it to him 
Find it here: F7 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Nightwolf (outside town at C5) 
Mission: Find the Oni who stole the Bear Totem 
Find it here: C6 near bridge 
Reward: 500 sapphire koins 

From: Moloch (F3) 
Mission: Find Drahmin for Moloch 
Find it here: C6 (inside town) 
Reward: 500 onyx koins 

NR.6 --KOMBAT-- 

C8: Shang Tsung 
You have interrupted Shang Tsung's journey in the Netherealm. Will you defend 
yourself against his wrath? 
Defeat Shang Tsung while he is healing and before you bleed to death. 
1 round 
400 koins 

E8: Noob 



Noob Saibot will force you to kneel before him. Will you resist? 
Dark Kombat! 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

B3: Kenshi
Kenshi's blade will spill your blood. Will you defend against his attack? 
Only throws will do damage. 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

F7: Havik 
Havik will wreak Chaos upon you! Will you show him the ways of Order? 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

B5: Tanya 
Don't you know, Shujinko? It's a TRAP! Will you teach Tanya never to betray 
you again?
Defeat Tanya while she is invisible 
1 round 
300 koins 

A4: Nightwolf (Complete first Nightwolf's mission and possibly get out and 
return to Netherrealm) 
Nightwolf will not let you pass! Will you cast him aside in kombat? 
Defeat Nightwolf 3 times 
300 koins 

H4: Mileena 
Mileena will sharpen her teeths on your bones! Will you knock some of those 
teeths instead? 
Defeat Mileena before you bleed to death 
1 round 
??? koins 

H6: Dairou
Dairou has been hired to kill you! Will you defend against him? 
Defeat Dairou drung a EaRtHquAkE! 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

D1: Quan Chi 
Will you strike with the speed of a Kobra? 
Defeat Quan Chi in 30 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

NR.7 --TRAINING-- 
Note: This is the location of trainers after beating konquest. Trainers marked 
with (*) aren't part of the story and won't appear until you beat Konquest 

B2: Ashrah
E5: Ermac 
??:  Scorpion 
G5: Kabal * 

--CHAOSREALM-- 

CR.1 --NOTES-- 



Chaoesrrealm may seem confusing at first, but it becomes easy to explore after 
a while (You can see where a teleporter takes you from the map, so look first 
to know which teleporters you need to take to get to the desired area) 
These are the areas in Chaosrealm and hot to reach them. 

Portal--> Cemetery--> Temple--> Yanasi village 

Once you are here, you can take 1 of 2 routes 

               / >> Maze  
Yanasi village 
               \ >> Temple Ruins --> Yanges village --> Prison 
                (This path open after beating konquest) 

The vast majority of the missions, and krypt keys can only be gotten after 
beating konquest, so there's not much to do before that. 

CR.2 --KOIN CHESTS-- 

A4: 200 ruby koins 
B4: 200 ruby koins 
B4: 200 ruby koins 
B5: 200 ruby koins 
D2: 200 gold koins 
D6: 250 jade koins 
E5 (inside hut) 300 gold koins 
E7 (inside hut): 300 platinum koins 
F6 (upper hut): 200 platinum koins 
F6 (lower hut): 200 platinum koins 
F7: 300 onyx koins 
G4 (inside hut) 300 sapphire koins 
G7: 200 onyx koins 
H2: 200 platinum koins 
H5 (inside east hut): 300 sapphire koins 
H5 (inside west hut): 250 sapphire koins 
H6 (inside hut): 250 sapphire koins 

CR.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

None 

CR.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 
Note: Keys marked with an asterik (*) won't appear until you beat Konquest 
      Character's alt costumes won't appear until you unlock that character 

Cementery area: 

Key: OK key (camera symbol) 
Unlocks: Silat video 
Location/Time: B1 (inner wall corner) 

Key: DA key * 
Unlocks: Kabal’s alt costume 
Location/Time: B1 (after completing Kabal’s mission and beting him) 

Yanasi village area: 

Key: JS key 
Unlocks: ??? 



Location/Time: H4 (inside hut) 

Key: PS key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlocks: Shujinko Kick 
Location/Time: G4 (in front of southern hut), 12:00 am on Sunday 

Maze area:

Key: JQ key 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: A4 (In the outer edge), 3:00 am - 8:00 am 

Temple Ruins area: 

Key: MM key * 
Unlocks: Shujinko’s alt bio 
Location/Time: G8, 5:00 pm 

Key: QK key * 
Unlocks: Liu Kang Storyboard 
Location/Time: F7, 7:00 am 

Yanges Village area: 

Key: HJ key (musical note) * 
Unlocks: Tiles of Deaths and Whimsy 
Location/Time: E7 (inside hut) 

Key: QI key * 
Unlocks: Dairou’s alt costume 
Location/Time: D8 (Inside a hut) 
(Thanks to Monolith) 

Key: MO key * 
Unlocks: ??? 
Location/Time: D7 (inside hut), 4:00 am 
(If you are coming from the green teleporter, there will be a row of huts to 
your right, followed by an empty, hutless space. THE NEXT HUT after this space 
is where the key is hidden) 

CR.5 --MISSIONS-- 

From: Scorpion (C3) 
Mission: Locate the fallen Shirai-Ryu clansman and return Scorpion's mask to 
         him 
Find him here: C2 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Kira (A3) 
Mission: Find the riddle to this warrior's identity in the temple ruins and 
         return it to her 
Find it here: G6 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Kabal (B1) 
Mission: Bring the Earthrealm map to the temple ruins and return to Kabal for 
         a reward 
Bury it here: E8 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 



From: Dairou (E3) 
Mission: Locate Kobra and defeat him in battle 
Find him here: H7 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Mokap (H6, after burying Kabal's map) 
Mission: Retrieve the Earthrealm map from the Temple ruins and return to Mokap 
         for a reward 
Fint it here: E8 
Reward: 400 platinum koins 

From: Man with owl on shoulder (G8) 
Mission: Travel to the fountains of Edenia and return with the empty bucket 
         full of water 
Fill it here: D6 or C4 (Edenia) 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Man with spear (F5) 
Mission: Tell lies to the leaders of the Yanasi and the Yanges tibes to start 
         a war 
Find them here: D7 (Yangese) H5 (Yamasi) 
Reward: chest with 400 onyx koins in A5 

From: Funny walking lady (G6) 
Mission: Find the woman who gave you the note again and deliver it to her 
Find her here: if you look for her right away, she will be at D6 
             If you leave chaosrealm before finding her, she will be back at G6 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Note lying on ground in B6 
What does it says: It says something is hidden between, the prison and the 
                   ruins (One of the tribes?) 
Reward: chest with 400 onyx koins in D7? 
        (I think it might be that, or I just missed that chest before going to 
        the prison 

From: Man in robe (B7) 
Mission: Locate a hidden chest within the maze 
Reward: chest with 400 onyx koins in A4 

CR.6 --KOMBAT-- 

A1: Darrius 
Darrius will destroy you in the name of the Resistance. Do you accept this 
challenge?
Defeat Darrius during an EaRtHquAkE 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

G1: Smoke 
Noob Saibot has sent Smoke to hunt you! Will you stand and fight? 
Defeat Smoke while he is invisible 
1 round 
350 koins 

H3: Mileena 
Mileena will sink her teeth into you! Will you bite back? 
Defeat Mileena 3 times while she is healing 
3 rounds 



350 koins 

B1: Kabal (after burying his map) 
Kabal will prove that he is the greatest Black Dragon! Do you accept his 
challenge?
You cannot block. Defeat Kabal 3 times 
500 koins 

D6: Li Mei
Li Mei must be taught a lesson! Will you teach her? 
Defeat Li Mei without being able to block 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

D8: Sindel
You have been hired to assassinate Sindel. Will you finish the job? 
Defeat Sindel 3 times 
300 koins 

A7: Sonya 
Sonya will place you under military arrest. Will you resist her? 
Land a 7 hit combo 
300 Koins (Thanks to Chuck for reward) 

C7: Bo Rai Cho 
A surprise test from Master Bo Rai Cho! Will you accept his challenge? 
Defeat Bo Rai Cho during a EaRtHquAkE! 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

F5: Jade 
Jade comes out of the building every day at 7:00 am, but inmediatly turns 
around and walks right back in. On Sunday only she will re=emerge around 
8:00 am and walk around outside for a bit 
Will you defeat Jade before she gets away? 
Defeat Jade in 30 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

G4: Baraka
Cower before the might of Baraka! Or will you defy him? 
Defeat Baraka before you bleed to death 
1 round 
350 koins 

CR.7 --TRAINING-- 
Note: This is the location of trainers after beating konquest. Trainers marked 
with (*) aren't part of the story and won't appear until you beat Konquest 

G4: Havik 
H7: Kobra * 
A3: Kira *
B8: Noob-Smoke * 

--OUTWORLD-- 

OW.1 --NOTES-- 

There are 2 areas that won't be accesible until later in the game. These are 
the Tarkatan camps and Li Mei's village. When these areas become accessible, 



you 
will appear automatically inside these areas. 

OW.2 --KOINS CHESTS-- 

A3: 200 ruby koins 
B6 (southeastern hut): 300 onyx koins 
B6 (northeastern hut) 250 ruby koins 
C4: 250 platinum koins 
D1 (inside hut) 300 jade koins 
E1: 200 ruby koins 
E3: 300 onyx koins 
E7: 200 ruby koins 
E8 (inside hut): 250 platinum koins 
F1 (inside hut) 250 jade koins 
F5: 200 platinum koins 
G1 (inside each hut) 250 sapphire koins in each hut 
G2 (center hut): 250 onyx koins 
G2 (right hut): 250 jade koins 
G2 (inside hut): 250 ruby 
G2 (inside hut): 250 sapphire koins 
G4 (inside tent): 250 jade koins (after training with Baraka) 
H1: 200 onyx koins 
H7 (cave): platinum koins 

OW.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

A8: 800 sapphire koins (From Sonya, who appears from 6:00 pm to 7:00 pm) 

OW.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 
Note: Keys marked with an asterik (*) won't appear until you beat Konquest 
      Character's alt costumes won't appear until you unlock that character 

Key: DI key 
Unlock: Ashrah's Bio Card 
Location/Time: A3 (ice cave), 9:00 pm 

Key: TB key 
Unlock: Darrius alt costume 
Location/Time: F8 (inside hut) 

Key: GC key 
Unlock: Jade’s alt costume 
Location/Time G4 (upper right tent) 

Key: KG key * 
Unlock: Raiden’s alt bio 
Location/Time: G1 

Key: LF key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlock: Shujinko Fatality 1 
Location/Time: C8, 12:00 am 

Key: MH key 
Unlock: Sindel’s alt costume 
Location/Time: H6 (inside hut, 7:00 pm) 

Key: DO key 
Unlock: Darrius's Bio Card 
Location/Time: H8, 10:00 am 



Key: ML key 
Unlock: Tanya’s alt costume 
Location/Time: C3 (beat Tanya in Kombat. You might need to go out of Outworld 
and back to find Tanya here) 

OW.5 --MISSIONS-- 

From: Blaze (C3) 
Mission: Find a potion to restore Blaze's memory 
Find it here: G8 (from woman in front of a hut) 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Shao Khan 
Mission 1: Find Reptile and inform him that he is to return with Shao Khan's 
           tribute 
Find him here: E4 
Mission 2: Find Reiko and tell him that he is not to enter Shao Khan's chamber 
           Find him here: F8 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Tanya (A7) 
Mission: Locate a suitable cave in which Tanya can trap Liu Kang 
Find it here: G1 (to Alert Liu Kang of Tanya's trap) or get map in H5 to help 
              Tanya 
Reward: 500 ruby koins from Liu Kang, 600 ruby koins from Tanya 

From: Rain (C8) 
Mission: Locate and return the Shokan ceremonial dagger to Rain 
Find it here: E1 (dead end) 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Mustachoed man in robe (walking in A6) 
Mission: Fund Braan and tell him that Ghosk wants to fight 
Find him here: D8 (one of the fishermen) 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Robed man with book and dagger (walking in B6) 
Mission: Return with a vampire location 
Find her here: H5 (after training with Baraka) 
Reward: 600 ruby koins 

From: Frost (H6) 
Mission: Find the fabled Outworld ice caves and tell Frost of their location 
Find it here: A3 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Smoke (inside cave in H7) 
Mission: Relay Smoke's message to Sub-Zero in Earthrealm 
Find him here: G8 (in Earthrealm) 
Reward: 500 onyx koins 

From: Woman walking in C1 
Mission: Find the orb and return it to the woman 
Find it here: C4 (dead end) 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

OW.6 --KOMBAT-- 

A4: Kobra 



Kobra will fight to the death! Do you accept his challenge? 
Defeat Kobra 3 times 
3 rounds 
300 koins 

D2: Smoke 
Smoke's programming has gone haywire! Will you shut him down by force? 
Dark Kombat! 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

E7: Kira 
Will you prove Kira that you are worthy of the Black Dragon Clan? 
Defeat Kira while you bleed to death 
1 round 
300 koins 

F4: Scorpion 
Scorpion has a vendetta against you! Will you defend yourself? 
If Scorpion hits you he will do double damage 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

D7: Sub-Zero 
Will you test Sub-Zero's ancestral armor in battle? 
Defeat Sub-Zerp while you only do 25% of your normal damage. 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

C3: Tanya (Complete Tanya's mission first) 
Tanya is beautiful, but she is not to be trusted! Will you beat some honesty 
into her skull? 
Defeat Tanya while she is invisible 
1 round 
350 koins 

B1: Noob Saibot 
The Brotherhood of Shadow has found you! Will you stand and fight? 
Dark Kombat! 
1 round 
300 koins 

D1: Bo' Rai Cho 
Will you challenge Master Bo Rai Cho in his home realm of Outworld? 
Defeat Bo Rai Cho in 30 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

C5: Hotaru
Hotaru will defeat you in the name of the Dragon King! Will you accept his 
challenge in the name of the Elder Gods? 
Only Throws will damage Hotaru 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

H8: Johnny Cage 
Will you spar with Johnny Cage? 
Do a 12 hit combo 
1 round 
500 koins 



OW.7 --TRAINING-- 
Note: This is the location of trainers after beating konquest. Trainers marked 
with (*) aren't part of the story and won't appear until you beat Konquestest 

H3: Mileena 
G4: Baraka (after the second visit) 
G8: Li Mei (after the third visit) 
F2: Raiden * 

--ORDERREALM-- 

OR.1 --NOTES-- 

Orderrealm is a very organized realm and isn't hard to get lost in. Numbers go 
north and south, 
while the letters go from east to west. 

OR.2 --KOIN CHESTS-- 

A1: 300 sapphire koins 
B3: (inside house): 250 ruby koins 
B6: (inside house): 250 platinum koins 
C4: (inside building): 300 jade koins 
C5: (inside building): 250 ruby koins 
D3: 300 platinum koins 
D3: (inside building) 250 sapphire koins 
E3: 250 ruby koins 
E4: (inside hut) 200 ruby koins 
E6: (behind building): 200 ruby koins 
F2: (inside house): 350 sapphire koins 
F4: (inside hut): 300 platinum koins 
F5: 200 jade koins 
G4: 200 platinum koins 
G6: (inside house): 250 jade koins 
H5: 300 gold koins 

OR.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 

None 

OR.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 
Note: Keys marked with an asterik (*) won't appear until you beat Konquest 
      Character's alt costumes won't appear until you unlock that character 

Bluetown: 

Key: AF key (camera symbol) 
Unlocks: Chou Jaio video 
Location/Time: B6 (hit Mokap, the weird looking man at 12:00 pm) 

Key: GF key 
Unlock: Hotaru's Bio Card 
Location/Time: A4, 5:00 pm (Inside of the 2nd hut, from top to bottom) 

Key: TE key 
Unlock: Li Mei’s alt costume 
Location/Time A4, 6:00 am. (Beat Li Mei in kombat) 
Note: The coordinates I listed is the location of Li Mei at 6:00 am. You can 
still get her costume at any other time, but she might be somewhere else. 



Key: SQ key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlock: Shujinko Fatality 2 
Location/Time: D4 (Might be on the D4 Pyramid of Redtown) 

Goldtown: 

Key: OQ key 
Unlock: Scorpion's FMV Test 
Location/Time: H5 (inside 3rd hut from top to bottom), 5:00 pm 

Key: IN key * 
Unlock: Shujinko Icy Breeze 
Location/Time: F5 (inside pyramid) 8:00 am 

Key: SE key * 
Unlock: Liu Kang alt bio 
Location/Time: G5, 4:00 pm (area between town and pyramid) 

Redtown: 

Key: OF key 
Unlock: Shujinko Flip kick 
Location: D1, 2:00 pm 

OR.5 --MISSIONS-- 
Note: Missions with an asteril (*) must be done on your first visit to 
      Orderrealm 

From: Guard outside prison (D5) * 
Mission: Find an evidence item and return it to the guard to help solve the 
         murder case 
Find it here:B3 (journal to prove him innocent) E6 (dagger to prove him guilty) 
Reward: 400 jade koins if innocent/600 ruby koins if guilty 

From: Darrius (walking in B4, also must wait until you beat him story wise) * 
Mission: Deliver the key to the prisoner in jail 
Find him here: prisoner in the back of prison (C4) 
Reward: 600 ruby koins 

From: Fujin (E4) 
Mission: Search the realm of Order to find Fujin's book 
Find it here: G3 (inside house) 
Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Man is yellow and white robe in front of building (D5) 
Mission: Find a citizen that has information about the missing emissary 
Find him here: F5 (paranoid man in green robe) 
Reward: 500 ruby koins 

From: Man in fron of building (G5) 
Mission: Find three citizens that tell you their age and return to the census 
         taker 
Find thm here: G4 (man in white robe) H6 (old woman in town) G3 (young man 
               walking) 
Reward: 500 jade koins 

From: Old man in B5 
Mission: Help pick all the boxes 
Find them here: They are all in the area 



Reward: 400 jade koins 

From: Stryker (walking in B3) 
Mission: Find a citizen that knows the location of the Seidan Guard Academy 
Find him here: Man in yellow and blue walking (E6) 
Reward: 400 ruby koins 

From: Havik (D1) 
Mission: Find five citizens in Red Town and talk them into rioting 
Find them here: They are either standing or limping in F2 area 
Reward: 600 sapphire koins 

From: Woman in Greentown (D7-D8) 
Mission 1: Find a citizen who has the Green Gem 
Find it here: E7 (from man near house) 
Mission 2: Find a citizen who has the Gold Nugget 
Find it here: G6 (from man near house) 
Mission 3: Find a citizen who has the Fire Opal 
Find it here: C1 (from man walking between Redtown and the 2nd ring path) 
Mission 4: Find a citizen who has the Winter Stone 
Find it here: B3 (from man near house) 
Reward: 600 sapphire koins 

From: Mavado (D5) 
Mission: Aquire 1000 ruby koins to trade with Mavado 
Trades for: 500 sapphire koins 
(You can do this as many times as you want) 

OR.6 --KOMBAT-- 

D3: Raiden
Will you prove that you are worthy of the title 'Champion of the Elder Gods'? 
Your Opponent will do double damage to you 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

G6: Kenshi
Kenshi will not let you pass! Will you force him to yield? 
Defeat Kenshi 3 times 
3 rounds 
300 koins 

C7: Sindel (she is here at 8:00 am, walking toward a house) 
Sindel will show you the meaning of defeat! Will you defy her? 
Defeat Sindel before you bleed to death 
1 round 
??? koins 

E5: Jax 
Oooohh yeah! That's what Jax is talkin' about! You wanna throw down? 
You can not block and only Throws will do damage 
2 rounds 
350 koins 

C2: Bo' Rai Cho 
More practice with Master Bo Rai Cho! Do you accept the offer? 
Do a 35% damage combo 
1 round 
400 koins 



B6: Li Mei
Will you teach Li Mei another lesson in kombat? 
Defeat Li Mei in 30 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

D7: Jade (she is here at 8:00 am, walking toward a house) 
Jade will show you why she is defender of Edenia! Will you show her otherwise? 
You cannot block 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

F4: Kabal 
Kabal will dig his swordhooks into your flesh! Will you defend yourself? 
You cannot block 
3 rounds 
300 koins 

E1-E2: Ermac 
Ermac will unleash a firestorm of suffering upon you! Will you defend yourself? 
Defeat Ermac in 15 seconds 
1 round 
350 koins 

OR.7 --TRAINING-- 

G4: Hotaru
C8: Darrius 
A3: Dairou

--EDENIA--

E.1 --NOTES-- 

As soon as you beat Konquest, if you plan on 
doing missions, make sure you do Kitana's mission first, since I belive that 
if you don't get the ring before doing another mission, you will never find it. 
That is what I believe, but feel free to correct me if I'm wrong. 

E.2 --KOIN CHESTS-- 

A1: 300 gold koins 
A2: 300 onyx koins 
A5: 250 sapphire koins 
B7: (inside hut) 300 sapphire koins 
C1 (outside wall): 250 sapphire koins 
C6: 300 jade koins 
D1: (inside hut): 300 ruby koins 
D5 (inside hut): 300 ruby koins 
E1: 300 platinum koins 
E5 (northeast hut): 300 sapphire koins 
E5 (norhwest hut): 300 sapphire koins 
E5 (southeast hut) 300 jade koins 
F3 (near monument): 250 ruby koins 
F3: 250 koins 
G1 (outside wall): 200 platinum koins 
G5: 250 koins 
G6: 250 platinum koins 

E.3 --ADDITIONAL KOINS-- 



None 

E.4 --KRYPT KEYS-- 
Note: Keys marked with an asterik (*) won't appear until you beat Konquest 
      Character's alt costumes won't appear until you unlock that character 
     
Key: TT key (camera symbol) 
Unlocks: Choy Lay Fut video 
Time/Location: F4 (inside hut) 

Key: CG key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlocks: Shujinko dive 
Time/Location: E5 

Key: DD key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlocks: Shujinko Foot Grab 
Time/Location: D8 (between hut and mountain at 12:00 am on Monday) 

Key: KN key (ying yang symbol) * 
Unlocks: Shujinko Power Fist 
Time/Location: G6, 8:00 pm (Back of building) 

Key: DB key * 
Unlocks: Shujinko’s bio 
Time/Location: H1, 10:00 am 

Key: ID key * 
Unlocks: Shujinko Spear Attack 
Time/Location: A1 (beat Scorpion in Kombat) 

Key: OT key 
Unlocks: Sub-Zero's Mini-Game Test Video 
Time/Location: G8 (behind tent) Friday at 12:00 am (Need to train with him in 
Earthrealm first) 

Key: KC key * 
Unlocks: Shujinko Body Slam 
Time/Location: C8, 5:00 pm on Wednesday 

Key: JO key * 
Unlocks: Shujinko’s alt costume 1 
Time/Location: F1, 12:00 am on Tuesday (Possibly not time restricted) 

Key: ER key 
Unlocks: Liu Kang’s alt costume 
Time/Location: H5 
         (Right side of the waterfall, next 2 second tree nearest to waterfall) 

Key: EM key * 
Unlocks: Raiden’s alt costume 
Time/Location: F3 (beat Raiden in Kombat) 

E.5 --MISSIONS-- 

From: Soldier at G3 
Mission: Deliver the message to the Edenian resistance 
Find him here: A4 
Reward: 400 jade koins 



From: Kitana  (C4) 
Mission: Retrieve Sindel's signet ring for Princess Kitana 
Find it here: H3 
Reward: 500 onyx koins 

From: Ashrah (C4) 
Mission:Go to the Netherrealm and find Ashrah's lost sword 
Find it here: F8 (Netherrealm) 
Reward: 600 gold koins 

From: Bald man in E5 
Mission: Have Queen Sindel bless this sword for the civilian 
Find her here: C6 
Reward: 400 sapphire koins 

From: Hsu Hao (F5) 
Mission: Find employment for assassin Hsu Hao 
Find him here: D2 (go up stairs, in the balcony) 
Reward: 500 sapphire 

From: Rain (D7) 
Mission: Locate a new hideout for the ninja Rain 
Find it here: G8 
Reward: 500 jade koins in H8 

From: Old man inside hut (E8) 
Misison: Find the old man's missing son, or find his necklace 
Find it here: G1 (search the body for necklace) 
Reward: 500 platinum koins 
Note: You can pick another necklace from the dead body after giving it to the 
old man. You can also give the old man another necklace for 500 easy platinum 
koins... as many times as you want 

From: Sektor (H3) 
Mission: Go to Orderrealm and buy parts for the cyborg Sektor 
Buy them here: E5 (man walking in Orderrealm) 
Reward: 600 ruby koins 

From: Shao Kahn Soldier guarding bridge in B1 
Mission: Bring some Edenian pie to this Shao Kahn soldier 
Find it here: B7, form confident looking woman 
Reward: 500 platinum koins. Talk to the soldier again to watch pie effect. 

From: Reiko (B3) 
Mission: Present Reiko's document to a Shao Kahn soldier 
Find him here: F3 (Shao Kahn soldier) 
OR go here: C6 (Edenian restiance guard in Edenia) 
Reward: 400 ruby koins (SK soldier) or 600 gold koins (ER soldier) 
Thanks to mewfan2004 for SK soldier location and reward) 

E.6 --KOMBAT-- 

C2: Kobra 
Kobra will test his might against you! Do you accept his challenge? 
defeat Kobra in 30 seconds while you are doing half damage 
1 round 
??? koins 

F3: Raiden
Raiden blames you for the return of the Dragon King! Will you defend against 



his judgement? 
You only inflict 10% damage 
1 round 
400 koins 

C8: Kira 
Kira blocks your path! Will you teach her a lesson in Chaos? 
Defeat Kira in 15 seconds 
1 round 
300 koins 

F7: sub Zero 
Sub Zero questions your loyalty to the Lin Kuei! Will you defend against his 
accusations? 
Do a 10 hit combo 
1 round 
??? koins 

H6: Havik 
Havik welcomes the idea of kombat with you! Will you oblige him? 
You cannot block and you are bleeding to death 
1 round 
??? koins 

G6: Liu Kang 
Liu Kang will prove to you why he is the champion of Mortal Kombat! Will 
you prove him wrong? 
Defeat Liu Kang while he is healing 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

H1: Hotaru
Hotaru has tracked you to Edenia! Will you escape his wrath? 
Defeat Hotaru during a EaRtHquAkE! 
2 rounds 
300 koins 

G2: Mileena 
Mileena is a threath to Edenia! Will you defeat her? 
She does double damage, heals and you cannot block 
1 round 
??? koins 

A2: Dairou
Dairou has hunt you down! Will you defend against him? 
2 rounds 
400 koins 

A1: Scorpion 
GET OVER HERE!! Will you go over there? 
Defeat Scorpion despite him doing 300% damage and healing 
1 round 
1200 koins

E.7 --TRAINING-- 

C6: Sindel
E1: Tanya 
H8: Jade (after luring Rain to her) 



--THANK YOU-- 

Thank you for reading my FAQ and walkthrough and I hope it helped. 
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